Revised New Belair Short Course

Start at the top of the stairs at the Belair Railway Station (underneath the arch). Run down the stairs and continue straight along this
trail.
You will see a trail go off to the left just after a large uprooted tree. Turn left to run along this trail (first photo below). Keep following
staying to the right of the house (as per second photo).

When you reach the road (at the white fence as per photo below), cross the road and go down Lodge Track.
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Continue straight along Lodge Track when you reach Carrawatha Track (DO NOT GO DOWN CARRAWATHA). This part of the Lodge
Track follows the Microcarpa Loop Walk. When you reach a tank with graffiti, turn left to continue along Lodge Track (see photo
below).

At next junction (bottom of a slight descent), you will see an information sign and railway track to the left. DO NOT GO TOWARDS THE
RAILWAY TRACK. Turn right here to continue along Lodge Track/Microcarpa Loop Walk.
At the next junction with Carrawatha sign, veer to the left to continue following Lodge Track/Microcarpa Loop Walk. About 50m
further along is another junction with Echo Track sign (photo of junction below). Turn left here.
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At next junction turn right to continue following Echo Track. DO NOT GO STRAIGHT (if you go straight you will end up at Echo Tunnel,
and this short course does not go through the tunnel). When you turn right to follow Echo Track, make sure you continue along the
wide track. DO NOT GO DOWN YURREBILLA TRAIL.

Keep following Echo Track until you end up on asphalt where you will see an information sign (as per photo below). Go straight here.

As you go straight, where the asphalt meets the dirt, you will see a signpost showing you are on Lorikeet Loop Walk (as per photo
above). Keep going straight, keeping the white fence to your left. At the end of the white fence, you will get to a junction. Go straight
through here to keep following Lorikeet Loop Walk as it winds down past the Adventure Playground.
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You will soon come across a toilet block. Turn left immediately after the toilets onto Valley Loop Hike. Continue up past the old railway
dam and up to a building which is the Volunteer Centre.

When you reach the Volunteer Centre, you need to turn right and cross the road. Cross the bridge on the other side and turn left at the
large sign marking the start of Kaloola Track. Go straight up Kaloola Track, which is quite a long climb. Partway up Kaloola Track, the
track splits. Veer to the right here (the two tracks will meet again not far up). Continue climbing up.

Very close the top of Kaloola Track, turn right onto Warri Parri Ridge Track (if you go straight you will end up on Upper Sturt Road).
There is a sign for Warri Parri Ridge Track. Continue along Warri Parri Ridge Track which runs parallel to Upper Sturt Road (the road
will be on your left).
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About 100m along Warri Parri Ridge Track you will see a gate and information sign. Turn right here to continue down Warri Parri Ridge
Track, keeping the boundary fence on your left. You are now on the Adventure Loop.

The wide track will eventually become thinner. Take care here and watch for bikes who might be using the trail. The track will widen
up again after 300 to 500m. Continue following Warri Parri Ridge Track/Adventure Loop, going straight past Nookoo Track (DON’T GO
DOWN NOOKOO).
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Eventually you will see a creamy coloured shed (as per photo below). Turn right here, still following Adventure Loop.

Keeping following the Adventure Loop past a junction with a sign saying, ‘Yungarra Track’. DO NOT TURN AT YUNGARRA – keep going
straight. Continue following the Adventure Loop all the way down.
You will hit an unsigned T junction (as per photo below). Turn right here to continue following Adventure Loop.
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Keep going until you end up on Valley Road (asphalt). Turn left here to go down Valley Road (still part of Adventure Loop). Run along
Valley Road past sign that says Lorikeet Loop Walk. Continue going along Valley Road. Not far up the Adventure Loop trail will be
visible on the right of the road (running parallel with the road). Run along this trail past courts.
Eventually you will come to a Y junction on the asphalt road. Veer right to continue following Adventure Loop. Ignore the Government
Farm turn off a bit further up. Keep going straight.
At next intersection, still keep on going straight. Approx 200 metres further along you will arrive at the point where where Yurrebilla
Trail crosses Valley Road.
TURN LEFT onto the Yurrebilla Trail (Lorikeet Loop) and you’ll immediately cross a wooden bridge. Stay on this trail for approx. 400
metres, IGNORE Tom Roberts Trail (Yurrebilla) then TURN RIGHT at the next trail, cross Gooch Road (asphalt) and up the wooden
steeps to the trail around Playford Lake (Wood Duck Walk).
TURN LEFT and follow alongside the lake, cross the bridge at the lake outlet and then TURN LEFT at this trail junction onto a single track
in the trees. This trail will join with the Tom Roberts Trail fire track.
TURN RIGHT and follow this up alongside the Park boundary fence. This will take up towards the boundary fence below the train
station where it will follow around to the right.
TURN LEFT onto the single track before the big dip in the fire track. This last 100 m will end right below the stairs to finish the segment.
Watch for others as you step back onto the trail where you started. You’re done!
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